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［45 MIN.］SECTION A COMPOSITION［35 MIN.］Write on

ANSWER SHEET ONE a composition of 150 words on the

following topic:Health and Wealth, Which to Prefer?You are to write

in three paragraphs.In the first paragraph, state clearly your

viewpoint on the issue.In the second paragraph, explain your reasons

clearly and with supporting details.In the last paragraph, draw a

conclusion or suggestion.Marks will be awarded for content,

organization, grammar and appropriacy. Failure to follow the

instructions may result in a loss of marks.SECTION B

NOTE-WRITING［10 MIN.］Write on ANSWER SHEET ONE

a note of about 50-60 words based on the following situation:You

have promised to join your friend Mike’s party, but now you can

’t go. Write to apologize and explain why. Marks will be awarded

for content, organization,grammar and appropriacy.PART 

ⅡDICTATION［15 MIN.］Listen to the following passage.

Altogether the passage will be read to you four times. During the first

reading, which will be read at normal speed, listen and try to

understand the meaning. For the second and third readings, the

passage will be read sentence by sentence, or perhaps phrase by

phrase, with intervals of 15 seconds. The last reading will be read at

normal speed again and during this time you should check your

work. You will then be given 2 minutes to check through your work



once more. Please write the whole passage on ANSWER SHEET

TWO.PART ⅢLISTENING COMPREHENSION［20 MIN.］In

Sections A, B and C you will hear everything once only. Listen

carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Mark the correct

response for each question on your ANSWER SHEET.SECTION

ASTATEMENTIn this section you will hear nine statements. At the

end of each statement you will be given 10 seconds to answer each of

the following nine questions. 1. What does the speaker imply?A. We

’ll go home because there are no tickets available for the movie.B.

We’ll go home because there are no tickets available for the

concert.C. We’ll go to the movie because we couldn’t get any

tickets for the concert.D. We’ll go to the concert instead of going

back home.2. The speaker means____.A. it hurt me to look at the

lamp. B. I hurt myself on the lamp. C. the lamp attracted my

attention. D. I bought the lamp.3. The blouses will cost____.A.

$160B. $40C. $18D. $804. The speaker earns____a month.A. $900B.

$1800C. $200D.$4005. How did Mary feel about the movie?A. She

found it interesting.B. She found it lengthy.C. She found it

significant.D. She found it boring.6. Where does Sandy believe life is

harder?A. The city.B. The country.C. The lake.D. The swamp.7.

Frank____.A. called his mother three days agoB. was too busy to call

his motherC. called his mother three days laterD. hadn’t called his

mother for more than three days8. The speaker claims____.A. don

’t make noise in the kitchenB. you may not cook hereC. they were

quite when they ateD. these are homemade cookies9. What is the

meaning of the speaker?A. If you can see the movie on television,



why pay for it? B. Would it be foolish to watch that movie on

television? C. Why did you pay to see a movie on television? D.

When you saw that movie on television, was it silly? 100Test 下载频
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